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So you want to write for the voice...eh?

This presentation will focus on:

● Different Uses of the Human Voice

● Questions to Ask Your Vocalist

● Notation

● Collaboration

Cathy Berberian: one of the 
pioneers of contemporary vocal 
writing and interpretation. Thx to 

https://bibliolore.org/2018/07/04/cathy-berberians-humor/ for this gem!

https://bibliolore.org/2018/07/04/cathy-berberians-humor/


Different Uses of the Human Voice

The human voice has a wide range of potential and function, and:

● Conveys meaning and identity through spoken language, sung melodies,  onomatopoeic sounds, etc. 

and the deconstruction of these elements. [1] Ethan Hayden, (). Bloomsbury Academic: New York, 2014. 
pp. 14.

● Can be “used as an instrument of sound production rather than as a vehicle of identity.” Erin Gee, 

Mouthpiece I, http://www.erin-gee.com/program-notes (accessed 16 April 2019).

● HOWEVER, it is also individual to each person, and is always enclosed within a body, which carries 

larger social, political and societal connotations.

http://www.erin-gee.com/program-notes


Some Things to Ask a Vocalist
● What is your full range? (I prefer to write my range in Scientific pitch notation, but many might say “Middle C” in place of C4, for instance).

● What is your tessitura/comfortable range?

● Where are your passaggi(os)? (A passaggio is a transition area in the voice -- some might call these breaks). 

● How comfortable are you with…
○ Straight tone

○ Coloratura

○ Sustained singing (i.e. long bel canto phrases)

○ Belting (esp. for classically trained singers)

○ Large leaps (I qualify these as an interval of a minor/major 6th or above; especially when happening at quick tempi.) 

○ Extended techniques (i.e. vocal fry, screaming, tongue clicks, lip smacks, Sprechstimme, whistle tone, pitched inhalation, coughing, 

whispering, subtone singing, etc).

○ Microtonal singing

○ Singing in different languages

● What do you consider areas of strength in your voice?

● What is least comfortable in your voice?

● Could you demonstrate your loudest and softest sounds in the low, medium and high areas of your range?



Extended Techniques
● Include non-sung vocalizations including vocal fry, screaming, tongue clicks, lip smacks, mouth pops, Sprechstimme, 

whistle tone, pitched inhalation, coughing, whispering, and many others.

● While I am a firm believer that one can make almost any sound healthily, there are certain things to be mindful of (e.g. 

asking a vocalist to scream for 10 minutes puts a lot of pressure on the vocal folds and would likely cause hoarseness or 

injury). 

● Always ask your singer what they are comfortable with; if something hurts, find another solution. 

● In general, notation of extended techniques is pretty free, though there is standard notation for Sprechstimme/speech (x 

note heads), inhales/exhales (arrow to the left = inhale; arrow to the right = exhale), etc.

“Mondestrunken” from Arnold Schoenberg’s Pierrot Lunaire - as one example of 
Sprechstimme notation.

●  The notes with “x” through them represent Sprechstimme, while the notes without 
the x’s represent sung pitch.

● Gesungen = Sung
● Gespochen = Spoken



Notation of Extended Techniques
● Generally advised to have a key at beginning of the score 

○ Chaya Czernowin’s notation for “sung, spoken, whispered, and inhale” is fairly standard (x-note heads, notes w/a 

line in them, directional arrows indicating inhalation”

Kaija Saariaho’s guide to 
From the Grammar of 
Dreams

This is from Chaya Czernowin’s “Manoalchadia”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7dv--P00nE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7dv--P00nE
https://soundcloud.com/alice-teyssier/chaya-czernowins-manoalchadia-by-claire-chase-alice-teyssier-tony-arnold


Manoalchadia

Spoken

Whispered

Fry on pitch

Normal Singing

Whispered

Nasal

Voice I

Bass 
Flute

Voice 2

Whistle 
Tone

Glissando



From The Grammar Of Dreams

Rapid vibrato to slow 
vibrato

Time based notation - each measure 
lasts 5 seconds

Speaking voice 
without definite 
pitch



 Notation of Extended Techniques

Stephen Ryan Jackson’s i can feel the 
universe expanding

https://soundcloud.com/stephenryanjackson/i-can-feel-the-universe-expanding-2018-for-voice-and-electronics
https://soundcloud.com/stephenryanjackson/i-can-feel-the-universe-expanding-2018-for-voice-and-electronics


i can feel the universe expanding

Vocal fry

Glottal Stops

Hoarse / 

Clenched 

Tone: gradual 

compressing 

of the larynx.
Hum in head voice; 
pitch approximate



Notation for Extended Techniques

"Kitchen" by Bahar Royaee

https://soundcloud.com/fleapiekg/bahar-royaee-kitchen-2018


Kitchen by Bahar Royaee
Temporal Notation - 
the beginning of the 
measure to the line 
with 4’40” is ten 
seconds long

Sung pitch 
material

Arrows going down are inhalations; arrows going up are exhalations

Soprano
Tongue position
Pitch

Phonetics (notice that 
Bahar uses IPA)

Live Electronics

Fixed media



What kind of vocal notation do you use?
● The Classic: find a text that speaks to you (and that you have the rights to use) and set it to music

● With this type of setting, you are conveying meaning through a combination semantics (text) and music (pitch, rhythm, timbre, tempo, 

space, etc).

Kaija Saariaho’s “Changing Light” arranged for soprano 
and flute

In this musical 
setting, how is 
Saariaho 
effectively 
conveying the 
meaning of the 
words?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZye_1F3ZwE&feature=youtu.be


 What kind of vocal notation do you use?
Things to think about when setting text:

● Syllable stress is extremely important, and putting word stress on weaker syllables tends to distort the meaning. 

● Speak through what you write in time, and see if it feels true to natural speech.

● Be mindful of melismatic (many notes to one syllable) versus syllabic (one note per syllable) text setting. Both are effective for 

different reasons (word painting, anyone?).

● Vocalists need to modify vowels, especially when they reach their upper register. Beware of writing  [i] [e] [ɛ] and [u] vowels in 

the upper register, as a vocalist WILL need to open the vowel. An [i] on B5 tends to sound more like an [I]. 

● If you are setting text in a language in which you are not fluent, consult someone who is fluent in the language, or consider 

setting a well-translated version.

● While nonsensical texts (i.e. Dadaist Poetry) do not convey semantic meaning, be mindful of stresses; certain stress patterns 

(depending on the languages in which one is fluent) feel more natural than others, and will be easier for your singer to perform 

(e.g. “ZAH-ga-la” versus “zah-GA-la). 

● Balance is extremely important! Be mindful of instrumentation relative to where the singer is singing (generally higher pitches 

tend to be louder, and lower pitches tend to be softer).



Text-Based Graphic Notation:

● That which uses text as a structural basis, but manipulates it (i.e. dividing words into smaller phonemes  to destroy semantic meaning and /or 

construct new meaning).

● Often, the International Phonetic Alphabet is used, though other composers prefer to divide words into their smaller components without 

using IPA (such as Aaron Cassidy).

What kind of vocal notation do you use?

This example is 
from Luciano 
Berio’s Sequenza 
III for solo voice.

Sung and whispered 
sounds as short as 
possible

Different speeds of  periodically 
articulated sounds

Burst of laughterTapping very rapidly with 
one hand on mouth

Whispered

Mouth 
click

Hand down

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eSqMWB5Djc4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eSqMWB5Djc4


What kind of vocal notation do you use?

Text-Based Graphic Notation (cont.)

● Similarly to Berio’s Sequenza III, Ryan Carraher’s solo vocal piece ...most of Us… divides words into smaller phonemes. 

Rather than using IPA, he chooses to divide words from three different David Foster Wallace texts into smaller syllables,  

and place each text on a different line. 

Pitch - line indicates range from low to high

Articulation - shows point of attack followed 
by sustain and following
of the pitch/breath/throat contour(s)

Lyrics- taken from 
3 text sources, 
each of which is 
presented on a 
different line

Breath intensity - Grey is normal singing, blue 
is inhalation , red is strained and abrasive.

https://soundcloud.com/ryancarraher/most-of-us-ryan-carraher


What kind of vocal notation do you use?
Sound for Aesthetics: Erin Gee’s Mouthpiece I

● “In the Mouthpieces, the voice is used as an instrument of sound production rather than as a vehicle of identity. Linguistic 

meaning is not the voice’s goal. The construction of the vocal text is often based on linguistic structure—vowel-consonant 

formation and the principle of the allophone—and is relatively quiet, with a high percentage of breath. The Mouthpieces 

presuppose a state of listening. They engage physiology rather than psychology.  The construction of the vocal text is relatively 

quiet, (thus needing amplification) with a high percentage of breath: “lightness, and merging, about formlessness.” -- Erin Gee

Half air half pitch

Mouth pop on [I] vowel

All square empty noteheads represent notes without 
pitch

http://www.erin-gee.com/works#/media


What kind of vocal notation do you use?

Onomatopoeia: Cathy Berberian’s 1966 vocal work, Stripsody, explores onomatopoeia as a symbolic sonic reference. 

Berberian sets familiar comic strip noises and alludes to 1960s pop cultural references through song quotation (e.g. 

“Ticket to Ride” by the Beatles). Each line represents high, medium, low registers in voice. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0dNLAhL46xM


Microtonal Notation

● Microtonal notation is not standardized (unfortunately)! :-(

● Common types of notation are listed below Thank you, Modern Cello Techniques!

72 Equal Temperament 
Notation (courtesy of Julia 
Werntz)

https://www.moderncellotechniques.com/left-hand-techniques/quarter-tones/quartertones-overview/


More Microtonal Excerpts

“O Kala” from Julia Werntz’s kaspoleo melea

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1rZAHPhjWBWpOKDKyhImoqF5G6V7y3-dC


Collaboration
In my opinion, collaboration is always a conversation! My most successful collaborations are based on honesty, openness, respect, and boundaries. In 

the case of a vocal collaboration:

● Ask your vocalist (especially in the case of extended techniques or extremes of the voice) whether or not something feels comfortable. If 

anything hurts the vocalist, be open to finding different solutions!

● As musicians and people, our art is tied to our identity and larger societal forces. In the case of vocal writing, it is important to be mindful and 

respectful  when interacting with vocal techniques from non-Western traditions. If you are in a position of privilege in Western society and 

wish to use non-Western idioms, ask yourself: (Chen & Harris, Mazumal)

○ How am I benefiting from using techniques from a culture that I am not a part of?

○ Is my use of this technique taking voice away from those who practice it within their own traditions?

○ Do I understand and does my performer understand the implications of the tradition that is being borrowed from?

○ Am I profiting from this financially or otherwise? 

○ Is my use appropriative?

○ If I am using techniques from a tradition that I am part of and wish to collaborate with a performer outside of it, do I feel that they 

would be respectful of my tradition in their performance? 

● Be mindful of your performer’s agency, and always ask their consent, especially if you are writing pieces around subjects that require a 

content warning, or pieces that address topics such as sexuality. If a performer is not comfortable, respect their boundaries. No means no.

Chen, Felicia, and Olivia J.P. Harris. 2018. “Appropriation, Tokenization, And Allyship In Contemporary Music". Presentation, Boston Conservatory at Berklee, 2018.



Thank You! :) 

Thank you!


